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1. Introduction
1.1 This document outlines:







The Trust’s key principles for job planning
The Trust’s strategic objectives for job planning
The responsibilities and duties of all parties involved in job planning
The process to be undertaken when completing job plan review meetings
The allocation of PAs
The standards for recording and tracking the e job planning process

1.2 It is written to support and in accordance with:










Consultants (England) 2003 Terms and Conditions of Service
Specialty Doctor (England) 2008 Terms and Conditions of Service
Associate Specialist (England) 2008 Terms and Conditions of Service
A Guide to Consultant Job Planning- NHS Employers and BMA (July 2011)
Consultant Job Planning Handbook (Jan 2005) NHS Employers
BMA Job Planning Guidance (available from BMA website)
WAHT Medical Staff Appraisal and Revalidation Policy
WAHT Working Times Regulations Policy
WHAT Study and Professional (External Duties) Leave Policy for Senior Medical Staff

2. Scope of this document
2.1 This document outlines the Trust’s annual job planning policy to guide Divisional Medical
Directors, Clinical Directors/Leads, Divisional Directors of Operations, Directorate Managers,
Consultants and SAS Doctors (‘clinician’) in its effective delivery.

3. Definitions
3.1 Job Plan: A job plan can be described in simple terms as a prospective, professional
agreement that sets out the duties, responsibilities, accountabilities and objectives of
the clinician and the support and resources provided by the Trust for the coming year.
An effective job plan articulates the relationship between the organisation and the
clinician and the desired impact on patient care. The job planning process must be seen
as an opportunity to ensure the way clinician’s work is aligned to Trust services
objectives, the longer-term strategic aims and local and national priorities. It is also an
opportunity for the clinician to actively contribute to shaping services.
3.2 Clinician: a consultant and/or SAS doctor where the doctor grade is not

specified.
3.3 Direct Clinical Care (DCC): work that directly relates to the prevention, diagnosis or
treatment of illness that forms part of the Trust’s services ( see section 8)
3.4 Supporting Professional Activity (SPA): SPAs are activities that underpin and
improve DCC (see section 9) for individual objective.
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3.5 Performance Objective: The clinician’s objectives will set out a mutual understanding
of what the clinician will be seeking to achieve over the annual period and how this will
contribute to the Trust’s objectives. Objectives should be SMART (specific, measurable,
achievable and agreed, realistic, timed and tracked)
3.6 Predictable emergency work: emergency work that takes place at regular and
predictable times, often as a consequence of a period of on-call work
3.7 Unpredictable emergency work arising from on call duties: work done while on-call
and associated directly with consultant on-call duties,
3.8 Annualisation: flexible working arrangement whereby a consultant agrees to work a
fixed number of DDC activities on an annual basis.

4.

Responsibility and Duties:

4.1

Chief Medical Officer
The Chief Medical Officer has a statutory duty as Responsible Officer to ensure that the
Trust has robust clinical governance systems to support doctors with their revalidation
including assurance that all doctors have current and up to date job plans in place. Using
reports provided through centralised reporting, the Chief Medical Officer will ensure job
plans are:

Completed in good time

Reflective of the professionalism of being a doctor

Consistent with the objectives of the Trust and strategy of local/national initiatives

Focused on measurable outcomes that benefit patients

Transparent, fair and honest

Undertaken in the spirit of collaboration and co-operation

4.2

4.3

Divisional Medical Directors and Divisional Directors of Operations


To agree annual Specialty/Division objectives ensuring alignment with Trust objectives,
service plans and strategic aims.



To provide support, advice and guidance to Clinical Lead/Directors, Directorate
Managers and/or clinicians on the completion of the annual job plan review cycle.



To approve the allocation of lead roles and values to be offered during the current job
plan cycle.



To ensure job plans are completed in good time

Clinical Lead/ Directors & Directorate Managers


To work in partnership with clinicians to ensure completion of annual job planning



To develop annual team Specialty/Division objectives, ensuring alignment with Trust
objectives, service plans and strategic aims.
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4.4



To ensure individual clinicians objectives are aligned to Specialty/Division objectives,
service plans, Trust objectives and strategic aims.



To ensure job plans are focused on measurable outcomes that benefit patients and are
consistent with Trust objectives and service plans.



To work in partnership with clinicians to ensure job plans accurately reflect work to be
undertaken during the current job plan cycle



To ensure detailed job planning documentation for each individual clinician is input,
maintained and stored in the electronic job planning system following completion of
each job plan review meeting.



To ensure job planning outcomes are reported to the Chief Medical Officer in a robust
and timely manner utilising the Trust’s electronic job planning system



To ensure that the Approval to Recruit (ATR) is processed and change forms are
raised to reflect any prospective increase/ decrease in payment required following
completion of job plan review.

Consultants and SAS Doctors


To work in partnership with Clinical Lead/Directors and Directorate Managers to ensure
job plans accurately reflect work to be undertaken.



To ensure individual and objectives are aligned to team objectives, Specialty/Division
objectives and Trust objectives and strategic aims.



To ensure job plans are focused on measurable outcomes that benefit patients,
consistent with Trust objectives and service plans.



To work towards completion of objectives during the current job plan cycle in order to
ensure delivery of highest possible patient care at all times.

5.

Key Principles

5.1

Most clinicians are on the new contracts for their grades, although a small number remain on
the old contracts nevertheless the same key principles govern the job planning process for all
clinicians:
(a) Equity - the essence of the clinicians contract is to remunerate individuals on the basis of
the activities undertaken. The Trust’s intentions are neither to under or over reward any
individual, but to pay them fairly for the work they actually do.
(b) Consistency - it is crucial that a consistent and fair approach is adopted between
individuals and specialties. This will be based on logical and transparent guidelines that
will apply equally to everyone.
(c) Collaboration - the Trust considers the approach to job planning to be as important as
the output. Consequently the fundamental concept is for Clinical/Lead Directors &
Directorate Managers to work in partnership with clinicians to agree mutually acceptable
job plans.
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(c) Trust - the Trust regards its clinicians to be highly motivated, ethical and professional
and will treat them accordingly. The Trust’s expectation is that clinicians will reciprocate
with honesty and openness throughout this process.
d)

Accountability - as a publicly funded organisation the Trust has a statutory responsibility
for probity. For this reason, job plans must be based upon fact and evidence.

6.

Strategic Goals

6.1

To develop clinicians job plans that contribute to the delivery of the Trust’s vision for
cohesive countywide seven day services, to harness innovation, multi-professional
development, increased patient satisfaction and enhanced staff engagement, to establish
the Trust as an employer of choice.

6.2

Each clinician will have an accurate current job plan that details: the agreed number of PAs
they will undertake, the duties they have agreed to perform within those PAs, and support
for the delivery of those PAs.

6.3

To align the objectives of individual clinicians and teams with the objectives of the
Specialty, Division and Trust ensuring objectives are focused on enhancing patient care
and effective service delivery.

6.4

To recognise and reward the work that clinicians undertake.

6.5

To effectively prioritise the work of clinicians to avoid excessive workloads.

6.6

To provide clinicians with evidence in support of appraisal and revalidation.

6.7

To effectively monitor compliance with job planning across the Trust. To identify those
clinicians and/or Specialties/Divisions who are not complying with the guidance in order
appropriate action can be taken.

7.

Work Commitment

7.1

The 2003 consultant contract and 2008 SAS contract is based on a full-time work
commitment of 10 Programmed Activities (PAs) per week

7.2

Each 4 hours of work has a value of one PA, unless it has been agreed between the Trust
and consultant or SAS doctor to undertake the work in premium time, in which case it has a
value of 3 hours. Premium time is classified as any time that falls outside of the hours of
7am – 7pm Monday to Friday and anytime on a Saturday, Sunday or Public Holiday.

7.3

Periods of activity less or more than 4 hours are acceptable and should be counted as the
relevant portion of a PA in the Job Plan.

7.4

PAs above 10 per week are temporary, additional PAs (APAs). The review of the
continuation of PA allocations above 10 per week is a key part of the annual job planning
process.
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7.5

If clinicians choose to undertake a flexible activity within their job plan during premium time,
rather than core working hours, for personal convenience, the time for the PA calculation
must still need to equate to 4 hours.

7.6

The consultant contract states that a full-time consultant will typically undertake 2.5 SPAs
per week and the SAS contract states that a full-time SAS Doctor will typically undertake a
minimum of 1 SPA per week. The Trust applies a working contract of 8.5 DCC and 1.5 SPA
(pro-rata for part-time staff) for consultant staff and a base working contract of 9 DCC and 1
SPA (pro-rata for part-time staff) for SAS doctors.

7.7

The allocation of additional SPAs will be subject to agreement during the annual job
planning cycle and approval of the Clinical Director/Lead. Where SPA allocations fall
above 2.5SPAs, approval must be sought from the Chief Medical Officer. The actual split
of DCC and SPA activity may differ between each job planning cycle.

7.8

Work commitments will not be timetabled for more than one activity concurrently. Doctors’
availability for emergency work arising from on-call periods will be agreed through the team
job planning process.

7.9

The clinician contract supports an expected working year of 42 weeks. The actual number
of working weeks may vary depending on the number of bank holidays falling within each
leave year, and where a consultant reaches seven years’ service and receives 2 additional
annual leave days. Calculations using the normal working week within this policy will be
based on this agreed figure at the job plan review meeting for the prospective year, but is
stated at 42 weeks for example purposes within this policy.

7.10

The basic 10 programmed activity clinician’s contract typically supports an expected activity
of 420 programmed activities per year, 357 of which will be apportioned to Direct Clinical
Care Activities and 63 to justified and justifiable Supporting Professional Activities. An
Annualised Job Plan would express each activity as an expected number to be completed
in the year.

7.11

The Trust will work with clinicians to support the provision of seven day services and agree
flexible working arrangements with regard to the needs of the service taking into account
the requirements of Schedule 3, paragraph 3 of the Terms and Conditions Consultants
(England) 2003. This will require consideration of duties to be performed on a Saturday
and/or Sunday and include the following activities; consultant ward rounds, Theatre lists
and Waiting list work. Programmed Activities not worked due to planned downtime for
essential maintenance closures i.e. Theatres will be rescheduled. Non-emergency work
after 7pm and before 7am during weekends or at weekends will only be scheduled by
mutual agreement by the clinician and the Clinical Director/Lead. Under the provisions of
Schedule 3 Paragraph 6 of the Terms and Conditions, non emergency work after 7pm and
before 7am during weekdays or at weekends will only be scheduled by mutual agreement
between the consultant and his or her clinical manager. Non-emergency work is work other
than defined at point 3.6 and 3.7 above.

7.12

The work commitments of all clinicians will be managed in conjunction with the provisions
of the Trust’s Working Time Regulations Policy.

7.13

The work commitments of consultants and associate specialists employed on old terms and
conditions will be discussed and agreed on an individual basis at least once a year, and
based on timetabled activities in blocks of Notional Half Days, being 3 ½ hours duration. At
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least half of the total number of a consultant’s Notional Half Days will be fixed commitments
within the annual job plan.
8.

Direct Clinical Care (DCC)

8.1

DCC activity relates directly to the prevention, diagnosis or treatment of illness. This
principally constitutes operating sessions, outpatient clinics, ward rounds, clinical diagnostic
work, emergency duties and other patient treatments.

8.2

The element of Multi-Disciplinary Team (MDT) meetings that relates directly to the case or
treatment planning of specific patients is counted as DCC time. Mixed meetings should be
explicitly divided into a time for planning patient care and time for other purposes. Records
of attendance should be kept. Where applicable, preparation of materials for consideration
(eg diagnostics) is required, this will be provided at 20% of MDT time.
Consultants should only attend those MDTs in which they have a designated role identified
through team job planning. Where attendance is requested for education, personal
development or personal interest this will be allocated within the core SPA provision.

8.3

Theatres and Outpatient Department job plans should match actual timetabled session
times and monitored during the annual job plan cycle to ensure full sessions are delivered.

8.4

Pre and postoperative visiting is provided as a maximum of 30 minutes each (0.125PA) per
single operating session (usually considered to be 1.25 PAs), and additional time may be
allocated where all day operating sessions are undertaken, subject to consideration of
usual list size.

8.5

Annual job plans will be aligned to clinical schedules to provide single site all day sessions
where possible, i.e. all day operating list or operating list/OPD on same site.

8.6

Time given to patient focussed administration is also allocated as DCC time. The patient
administration workload will vary between specialties however the PA allocation will
normally be to a maximum ratio of 20% of direct patient contact. However, Operating
activities already including pre and post-operative ward rounds, and any travel time would
not attract additional administration time. For example, 5 PAs of outpatient clinics and ward
rounds would generate 1PA patient administration. A maximum of 1.5 PAs of patient
administration will be applied.

8.7

During periods of predictable leave where doctors are required to prospectively cover DCC
activities of colleagues to ensure business continuity or allow for service planning an
additional leave allowance will be identified within the doctors job plans. The Clinical
Director will agree revised job plans on a team basis to ensure a consistent approach is
applied to all doctors on the rota and will be managed in conjunction with the annual leave
policy to ensure the maximum number of doctors who can be on leave at any one time is
maintained.

8.8

Where clinicians are required to spend time on more than one site during the course of a
day, travelling time to and from their main base to other sites* where authorised by the
relevant management team will be included as working time and arrangements for dealing
with more complex working days may need further discussion and agreement. Travelling
time between a clinician’s main place of work and home or private practice premises will not
be regarded as part of working time, (excluding consultants working maximum part-time
under the pre-2003 contract)
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*The Trust agreed travel time between a clinicians main base to any of the other Trust
sites, or other sites agreed by Clinical Director at job plan review, eg community
hospitals, has been set at 30 minutes per single journey and where applicable will be
approved and incorporated into individual job plans. Travel to another Trust site from
home, or return, will not be provided where the distance is less than home to base.
8.9

All Direct Clinical Care activity which is timetabled within the annual job plan will be
undertaken on Trust premises.

9.

Supporting Professional Activities (SPAs)

9.1

The Trust recognises the importance of the contribution and value of SPAs and the benefit
of these related activities with regards to personal development, transformational change
and service innovation.

9.2

SPAs are activities that underpin and improve DCC. It is acknowledged that some SPA will
be planned well in advance with other elements occurring on a week by week basis. The
core SPA time should predominantly consist of:











Relevant Training
Medical Education
Research
Clinical Governance (including Audit, Clinical Incident, Mortality and management
meetings)
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
Clinical Management (where not encompassed within an identified lead role)
Teaching and clinical supervision
Job Planning
Appraisal and Revalidation
Service Development and improvement

9.3

Agreed activities must be of benefit to both the clinician and the Trust or Wider NHS and
have measurable objectives associated with them. These objectives should be agreed as
part of the Job Plan alongside an agreement on the resources required to achieve them.

9.4

A minimum of 1 SPA of the total SPA allowance must be timetabled within the annual job
plan and worked on Trust sites. Where additional SPA is undertaken off site this this must
be agreed within each annual job planning cycle by the Divisional Medical Director/Chief
Medical Officer.

9.5

Allocation Guide
As broad guidance there should be a range of time allocated to SPA activity, the core of
which may include:
Audit & Clinical Governance
1.0 PA
Personal Revalidation and Appraisal
CPD
Attendance at audit meetings, departmental
meetings, timetabled Deanery and Medical 0.5PA
school requirements such as the training of
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junior doctors & medical student teaching

9.6

For consultants, SPAs above the core 1.5 PAs will be attributable to additional role/s which
would attract additional SPA time in increments of 0.125 PAs. Such roles will be agreed
during the annual job planning cycle. All additional roles will attract objectives which will be
subject to review during the next job planning cycle.

9.7

Additional SPA roles are defined, but not exclusive, to the Trust’s Programmed Activity
Categorisation and Allocations summary, appendix 2. Other role allocations will be subject
to agreement within the annual job planning cycle in accordance with service need and
evidence based.

9.8

Where SPA time is allocated for research activities, this should be reviewed annually by the
Trust Research and Development Committee, chaired by the Associate Medical Director –
Research and Development. Where research activities attract external funding, adequate
time should be identified within the annual job plan.

9.9

Clinicians who are employed on a part-time basis will be allocated a pro-rata amount of
core SPA provision, as defined in appendix 3. All other additional SPA allocations will be
provided in the same manner as they would for full-time staff to recognise the contribution
required to support objectives of the roles [ie audit lead for specialty will be the same
irrespective of the clinicians pro-rata contract].

9.10

Where a consultant does not wish to accept additional responsibilities commensurate with
the latter SPA, or the Trust is unable to offer such additional responsibilities, additional
clinical work will be included within the job plan if necessary to make it up to the full number
of sessions. Alternatively the consultant may wish to reduce the total number of
remunerated sessions.

9.11

Clinicians must be able to demonstrate that additional SPA time is needed for the identified
activities and evidence that these activities are undertaken through:
 a work diary which includes details of SPA activities.
 Review of SPA output (e.g. research, articles, teaching) will at the Job Plan review
meeting.

9.12

Clinicians are required to attend all key sessions (such as audit meetings, teaching
sessions or clinical governance activities) as provided for within core SPA allocations, and
achieve attendance of at least 75%. Those not doing so without a valid reason (e.g. leave,
or urgent/on-call clinical care) will be required to account for their absence. There is an
obligation on the Trust and the clinician to agree job plans that facilitate the mandatory level
of attendance at key sessions. The scheduling of regular private practice should be
undertaken in accordance with Schedule 9 of the Terms and Conditions for Consultants
(England) 2003, ensuring there is no significant risk of private commitments disrupting NHS
commitments. This includes attendance at such key sessions.

10.

Education and Training Commitments

10.1

The Trust acknowledges the level of support required to its doctors in training, and
undergraduate medical students, to provide high quality clinical learning. In recognition of
this, roles available are defined within the Programmed Activity Categorisation and
Allocations summary, appendix 2.
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10.2

Appointment to dedicated educational roles must be agreed with the Clinical Director and
Directorate Manager at the time of appointment to ensure that the SPA allocation can be
supported and be clearly identified within the annual job planning cycle or interim job plan
review.

10.3

Time spent teaching during timetabled clinical activity, eg within clinics, operating sessions,
ward rounds, is seen as an integral element of a consultant’s role and therefore no
additional PA allocation is provided, and will form part of those fixed DCC PAs.

10.4

Doctors in training can only have one nominated educational supervisor. The standardised
SPA allocation should be provided at a pro-rata rate across the annual job planning cycle.

11.

Additional NHS Responsibilities

11.1

There are additional NHS responsibilities recognised by the Trust which would be
supported within clinician’s annual job plan. These are responsibilities which are not held by
all clinicians but relate to specific roles held for a limited period. The key principles are an
agreement that the responsibility is appropriate for a clinician and is necessary to benefit
the Trust and/or the wider NHS. Examples include specialty lead clinician, audit and
governance leads, Foundation Programme Director, and standardised SPA allocations are
defined within the Programmed Activity Categorisation and Allocations summary at
Appendix 2. Please note this is not an exhaustive list.

11.2

Objectives and supporting resources must be clearly detailed within the annual job plan
where additional NHS responsibilities are held on behalf of the Trust.

11.3

Some additional NHS responsibilities are formally appointed roles covered by a separate
contract, but for which time must be allocated within the job plan, for example medical
management e.g. Clinical/Lead Director or Divisional Medical Director) or medical school
leads.

11.4

The individual clinician is responsible for seeking formal agreement from the Clinical
Director/Directorate Manager of any external Additional NHS Responsibilities so that a full
understanding is reached. The Trust may request formal confirmation of such activities.

11.5

Where Additional NHS Responsibilities are identified in the annual job planning cycle,
additional Professional Leave is not provided for those activities.
Please refer to the Trusts Study and Professional (External Duties) Leave Policy for Senior
Medical Staff for further information.

12.

External Duties/Professional Leave

12.1

Where an individual wishes to undertake an external role, an assessment of the balance
between the needs of the service and the Trust against value of the external role to the
wider NHS will be undertaken. It is accepted that undertaking external duties can bring
wider benefits to the NHS. However, the Clinical Director will need to minimise the impact
on the delivery of the service, the availability of clinicians to deliver their agreed job plan
outcomes, the cost to the Trust and impact on team workload.
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Examples include:
 Royal College responsibilities, trade union duties, acting as external member of
Appointments Advisory Committee, undertaking inspections for Care Quality
Commission, specified work for General Medical Council.
12.2

Approval will be sought by the individual consultant from the Clinical Director/Lead prior to
taking up such responsibilities. The Trust may request formal confirmation of such
activities. The conditions within the job plan depend on whether or not the external duties
are accompanied by funding.
(a)





Not Externally funded
Must be identified in the job plan
Must not materially impact on agreed annual amount of DCC or SPA activity
Will receive a maximum of 0.125 additional PA per week
The individual must be able to meet the requirements for CPD and mandatory SPA
activities.

(b) Externally Funded
 Must be identified within the Job plan
 The specialty must be able to backfill the activities given up by the individual
undertaking this role.
 The individual must be able to meet mandatory requirements for CPD and SPA.
 If the role(s) cease(s), the Trust cannot guarantee to return the individual to the
activities given up, although it will maintain the agreed substantive contract level (ie
excluding APA’s) prior to the role being undertaken.
12.3

Where External Duties are identified in the annual job planning cycle, additional
Professional Leave is not provided for those activities.
Please refer to the Trusts Study and Professional (External Duties) Leave Policy for Senior
Medical Staff for further information.

13.

On-Call

13.1

Clinicians on an on-call rota are paid an on-call availability supplement in addition to their
basic salary for predictable and unpredictable on-call as set out within the relevant terms
and conditions of service. The level of supplement depends upon the overall consultants
and SAS doctors’ contribution to the rota and the typical nature of response when called.

13.2

Discussion is required to occur during the job planning process to ensure that a consultant
whilst undertaking on-call duties will attend the hospital site to review patients when
clinically necessary. The consultant on call must be prepared to attend willingly whenever
requested to do so by a member of their medical and nursing team.

13.3

Part-time clinicians whose contribution when on-call is the same as that of full-time
clinicians on the same rota, will receive the appropriate percentage of the equivalent fulltime salary. Eg. A part-time consultant contribution of 1:8 to a full-time 1:4 rota will receive
the medium frequency supplement.

13.4

Consultant and SAS doctor on-call supplements are available in appendix 4.
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13.5

There is also a requirement for a PA allocation of the work actually undertaken whilst oncall. This work is divided into predictable and unpredictable (purely unplanned clinical
activity whilst on-call).

13.6

The predictable activity (e.g. takes place at regular and planned times) must be specified
within the annual job plan and the associated PA allocation provided. Such activities
include evening and weekend scheduled ward rounds or theatre sessions.

13.7

To determine the PA allocation for on call unpredictable PAs a diary exercise including
other evidence such as theatre data or telephone logs will be carried out every other year,
over an agreed representative period, to analyse the amount of time spent on on-call
related clinical activity to produce an average weekly amount. A representative period
would typically be for one complete rota cycle or a minimum of 6 weeks to include an on
call weekend. Such exercises will also be repeated where there is a change to the
frequency of the clinicians on call rota.

13.8

Some clinicians are on more than one rota. For these individuals a calculation will be
undertaken to identify the overall frequency of their combined on-call commitments.

13.9

Where frequent compensatory rest is required as a result of on-call duties, this time will be
agreed and identified during the annual job planning cycle.

14.

Prospective Cover

14.1

A clinician has 6 weeks annual leave and 10 days of public holidays and statutory holidays.
This equates to eight weeks of leave in a year and so they will be at work for 42 weeks of
the year. The actual number of working weeks should be determined for a prospective
annual job plan as per point 7.9 above for use in the following example calculations.

14.2

If a given activity such as on-call is to be covered prospectively, the average weekly PAs
must not only be divided amongst the consultants on the rota but an allowance for leave
made for the effect of covering for predictable leave. The same should be applied to
calculate the effect of a team job plan where prospective cover is provided.

14.3

For example a predictable on-call commitment of 1.5 PAs is provided on a prospective
cover arrangement, the allocation for each consultant within the group would be 1.85 PAs.
1.5 (total weekly PAs attributable to activity)
42 (working weeks of year)

x 52 (weeks in year) = 1.85 PAs

14.4

The requirement to provide prospective cover for leave does not affect the on call
availability supplement. The rota frequency is defined by the number of consultants sharing
the rota without taking account of leave.

15.

Time Shifting

15.1

Whilst the annual job plan will clearly detail all scheduled activities, in the achievement of
SPA requirements such as mandatory training, Additional NHS Responsibilities (section 11)
and External Duties (section 12) clinicians may be required to adopt a time shifting process,
whereby one activity e.g. supporting professional activity is carried out during scheduled
time for another activity e.g. direct clinical care. The equivalent amount of missed activity
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e.g. direct clinical care is then carried out during time allocated for the other activity e.g.
supporting professional activity time without additional payment. Clinicians must ensure
that time shifting will not result in the use of extra resources.
15.2

Any time-shifting must be agreed in advance, with the Clinical Director/Lead and there
should be a clear written record (which could be an email) of any such agreement held by
both parties.

15.3

The key principles of time shifting are that an individual cannot be paid twice for work done
and that flexible arrangements must not impact negatively on the efficient use of resources.

16.

Annualisation of Activities

16.1

Where capacity restrictions and activity demand require, an annualisation of DCC activity
can be agreed but must be clearly defined within the annual job plan. Activity should be
annualised based on the actual number of working weeks for prospective annual job plan,
which will be determined as per point 7.9 above for use in the following example
calculations, and in whole sessional allocations, eg one additional 4 hour session per
month, would provide 9.69 PAs across the annual job plan, equivalent to 0.2 PAs per week
of flexible activity.
1 (session) x 12 (months)
52 (weeks per year)
x 42 (working weeks of year) = 9.69 PAs per annum
9.69 PAs (sessions per annum)
52 (weeks per year)
= 0.19 PAs to be included in annual job plan per week

16.2

It is important that the delivery of annualised clinical activities aligns to patient
demand/waiting times and service capacity therefore agreement must be reached on when
annualised activities will be delivered to meet these.

16.3

The Clinical Director and/or nominated deputy and the consultant should keep a record of
where they are against the annualised total. It may be appropriate to agree a minimum
number of PAs per week or month to be agreed in annualised plans to enable activity to be
delivered in a predictable manner. The record should be regularly reviewed, and as a
minimum every 3 months so that any issues can be identified and dealt with.

16.4

Validation of the annualised activity will be completed within the following job planning cycle
and where exceptional circumstances occur resulting in underperformed activity, this will be
carried forward into the following year. Any such activity will be delivered within the first
three months of the annual job plan.

16.5

An annualisation of SPA activities will be calculated by:
1.5 SPAs (sessions per week) x 42 (working weeks of year) = 63 SPAs

16.6

The Clinical Director/Lead will be responsible for monitoring and delivery of annualised
sessions.

17.
17.1

Performance Objectives
Objectives should set out a mutual understanding of what the trust and consultant will be
seeking to achieve over the year and how this will contribute to service and Trust
objectives. All objectives should focus on benefits to patients.
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It is vital to discuss and agree service standards within the annual job planning cycle. This
will include at least one indicator of clinical activity such as clinic/theatre utilisation,
reporting, complaints handling.
17.2

Clinicians will have objectives set annually to support the Trust’s Strategic Goals.
Objectives will be “SMART” i.e. specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and timely, to
support delivery of the Specialty/Divisional objectives.

17.3

The nature of the clinicians personal objectives will depend in part on their specialty but
may include objectives relating to:











An understanding of the sessions to be delivered
Trust Objectives
Local Service Objectives
Quality
Activity and Efficiency
Clinical Outcomes
Clinical Standards
Management of Resources
Service Development
Multi-disciplinary Team Working

17.4

Royal College specified standards may be used as triggers for assessing standards of
performance.

17.5

The following diagram provides suggested inputs and outputs for consideration as part of
objective setting discussion for individual and consultant teams:

Source: NHS Employers – a guide to consultant job planning

18.

Private Practice

18.1

If consultants wish to undertake Private Professional Services it is essential that these
services do not result in detriment to NHS patients or services; or diminish the public
resources that are available for the NHS. Private practice must not take place during
scheduled job planned activities. The scheduling of Private Practice will be undertaken in
accordance with Schedule 9 of the Terms and Conditions Consultants (England) 2003 and
Code of Conduct for Private Practice.
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18.2

The Trust may, but is not obliged to, offer a consultant wishing to undertake Private
Practice, the opportunity to carry out up to one additional PA per week above their
contracted commitment. If a consultant declines the opportunity to take up this additional
PA this will constitute one of the grounds for deferring a pay threshold in respect of the year
in question.

18.3

Consultants who are currently working the equivalent of 11 or more PAs will not be
expected to offer any additional work on top of this in lieu of Private Practice.

18.4

Part-time consultants who wish to use some of their non-NHS time to undertake Private
Practice will not be expected to offer more than one additional PA on top of their normal
working week.

18.5

Regular commitments in respect of Private Professional Services or Fee Paying Services
must be documented in the annual Job Plan. This information will include the planned
location, timing and broad type of work involved.

18.6

Performing Private Professional Services will occur outside of time which is allocated to the
Trust, including during scheduled on-call commitments. Consultants are responsible for
ensuring that private commitments do not conflict with Programmed Activities.

18.7

Consultants undertaking Private Practice may request to reduce their contracted NHS
commitments to 10 PAs or less. Where any such reduction does not result in the loss of
clinical activity, eg another consultant in the group accepts the work, there will be no impact
on pay progression in respect of the year in question.

18.8

With agreement category 2 work can be undertaken in NHS time with the expectation that
time worked will be paid back under the time shifting arrangement as described at section
15 of this policy.

19.

Capacity Lists and other Capacity Work

19.1

Consultants may be asked to do additional operating lists, clinics, investigations or reports
in order to reduce or maintain patient waiting times. One of the important principles of the
2003 Consultant Contract is that consultants cannot be paid twice for the same period of
time. For this reason consultants must not under any circumstances do capacity lists or
other capacity work whilst on-call.

20.

Job Plan Review Meetings and Approval Process

20.1

Job Plan review meetings will occur on an annual basis for all clinicians, regardless of the
contract under which they are employed. The alignment of the job planning and the Trust
business planning cycle will ensure a constructive and productive process. Job plan
reviews may be conducted more frequently at either the request of the Clinical/Lead
Director, Directorate Manager and/or Consultant.

20.2

The usual membership of Job plan review meetings will be the consultant or SAS doctor,
Clinical Director/Lead. It is recognised that it may be helpful to have management and/or
HR representatives at the job planning meeting, subject to agreement of all parties, to
provide guidance and support in the application of Trust policy. The non-availability of a
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Directorate Manager/HR representative should not delay the completion of a job plan
review meeting.
20.3








Preparation is key to effective job planning. Individual job plans should align with service
and team objectives. Clinical/Lead Directors should therefore meet with all of the clinicians
in their specialities as a team 1 – 2 weeks before any individual job plan review meetings.
Some of the area to discuss and agree are:
Review of previous year to consider what went well and where there could be improvement
for the service
Discussion of current commissioning, contracting environment and plan for year ahead
Identifying the actions and resources to improve quality
Identifying team priorities and shared objectives ensure job plans are considered
collectively to see how they may fit together and work as a whole
Setting out what will be needed to meet clinical governance requirements including
education, training and research
Discussion of how to improve efficiencies
A summary report is required following this meeting for the Divisional Medical Director, as
set out in Appendix 8.

20.4

Divisional Medical Directors will have their job plan reviewed by the Chief Medical Officer
and Clinical/Lead Directors will have their job plan reviewed by the Divisional Medical
Directors.

20.5

Individual and Manager Job Plan preparation forms are included at appendix 5 & 6.

20.6

The Trust will establish Divisional Job Planning Compliance Committees to provide a formal
approval process of the annual job planning cycle. Committee membership will include the
Chief Medical Officer, Director of Human Resources, Divisional Medical Director, and
Divisional Director of Operations, as set out the Framework in appendix 9.

20.7

Each clinician will be expected to participate fully in the job planning; contributing to
specialty level discussions and preparing for their job plan meeting by considering the
following:
 Personal Objectives
 Trust/Directorate/Service developments to which they could contribute
 Identification of all external commitments (including private practice)
 Any amendments to the previous job plan
 Any additional resources required to fulfil NHS commitments
 Any agreed income flows for external work within other organisations
 Information on activities undertaken in SPA time

20.8

The annual job planning cycle timetable is expected as:
 November – January – individual/team review meetings held to produce outline job
plans and agreement of activities and objectives. Diary monitoring exercises may also
be requested during this period to verify activities such as on-call commitments and
SPA roles.
 January and February – verification of job plan against Trust Policy by Divisional
Management Team and HR system
 February and March – approval of job plan through Job Planning Compliance
Committee
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20.9

April – implementation of annual job plan activity and associated remuneration
arrangements

By the end of the job plan meeting the job plan should include:
 An accountability statement
 Agreed SMART objectives, aligned with the Trust’s and Divisions/Specialty’s objectives
 A detailed timetable of activities
 Summary of the total number of Programmed Activities, broken down into DCC and
SPA to include location.
 On call arrangements – frequency, supplement and category
 Description of agreed responsibilities
 Arrangements for additional programmed activities
 Details of private practice and regular fee-paying services
 A list of supporting resources necessary to achieve objectives
 Any special agreements or arrangements regarding the operation/interpretation of the
job plan.

20.10 The clinician and Clinical/Lead Director will make every effort to agree any appropriate
changes to the job plan at the annual or interim review. If it is not possible to reach
agreement on the job plan, mediation will be commenced.
In supporting an effective job planning process and early resolution of disagreements a
request for mediation should be submitted within two weeks of the job plan review meeting
where disagreement arose in writing to the Chief Medical Officer. Where the Chief Medical
Officer has been party to the job planning process the mediation request should be
submitted to the Deputy Chief Medical Officer (or Divisional Medical Director from another
Division where the Deputy Chief Medical Officer is not in post). The mediation process and
decisions will be followed in accordance with Schedule 4 of the Terms and Conditions –
Consultants (England) 2003 or Schedule 5 of the Terms and Conditions (England) 2008 for
Specialty Doctor or Associate Specialists. It is expected that the Clinical Director/Lead will
outline the timescales for mediation requests at the job plan review meeting.
20.11 Where the clinician is not satisfied with the outcome of mediation, an appeal may be
lodged, as set out in the schedules referred in point 20.10 above. An appeal request
should be submitted within 10 working days of the mediation panel outcome in writing to the
Director of Human Resources.
20.12 The Job planning process is a prospective agreement of activity. Any changes to activity
and/or remuneration will only be effective from agreed implementation date of the job plan
following validation and approval at all required levels, which will ordinarily be the following
April.
20.13 Where an interim job plan review has been requested by either the clinician or Clinical
Director/Lead, any subsequently agreed increase in contracted PAs will be effective from
the date the request was made.
20.14 The Trust has developed a supporting Job Plan Tool Kit to include detailed guidance on
allocation of PAs and required documentation. This has been developed to ensure equity
and consistency across specialties and Divisions during job planning discussions and job
plan review meetings.
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20.15 Following completion of initial job plan reviews, mediated job plans or outcomes of job plan
appeals, validation through the HR job planning programme will be completed. Where the
Job Plan is not aligned with this policy further discussion will be held between the clinician
and Clinical Director/Lead to ensure the final job plan is aligned.
20.16 Verified job plans will be reviewed and approved by the Divisional Job Planning Compliance
Committee, following which signed copies of the Annual Job Plan Agreement, appendix 7,
will be circulated to all parties for implementation and any adjustments to contracted
remuneration will be actioned.
20.17 On implementation of the annual job planning cycle a report detailing the breakdown of
DCC and SPA activity will be provided by Division and Specialty to the Chief Medical
Officer. Reports will also be provided to Divisional Medical Directors and Clinical
Directors/Leads for their appropriate areas.
21.

Annual Job Planning and Medical Appraisal

21.1

Job planning and medical appraisal should be conducted as two separate processes where
annual job planning meeting will be prerequisite to annual appraisal. The Annual Job Plan
Agreement, which details objectives agreed at the job plan meeting will form a part of the
supporting information for the appraisal discussion (see Trust Medical Appraisal and
Revalidation policy).

22.

Implementation

22.1 The implementation of this policy/guidance will be overseen by the Chief Medical Officer and
Divisional Medical Directors and operationally by the Divisional Directors of Operations.
22.2

Ratification of the Policy will be via the Local Negotiating Committee/Medical Management
Committee, and dissemination by Divisional Medical Directors, Clinical/Lead Directors and
HR.

22.3

Training will be provided on the new documentation and outline Job Planning Process.
Awareness sessions on the amended Policy will be provided at local level via HR support to
Divisional Medical Directors, Clinical Directors/Leads, Consultants and SAS doctors.

23.

Monitoring and compliance

23.1

This Policy will be monitored via the LNC/MMC and the Revalidation Committee. A series
of Key Performance Indicators will be devised to monitor the effectiveness of the Job
Planning process. These include regular reports on the completion of the annual clinician
Job Plan review cycle, review on achievement of personal and Trust objectives contained
within the Job Plan at the consultants and SAS doctors appraisal. Findings of the Job
Planning Committee, mediation and appeals process will also be considered in the review
and amendment of this policy and associated documentation and processes.
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Page/
Section of
Key
Document

Key control:

Checks to be carried out to
confirm compliance with the
Policy:

How
often
the
check
will
be
carried out:

Responsible
for
carrying
out the check:

Results of check reported
to:
(Responsible
for
also
ensuring
actions
are
developed to address any
areas of non-compliance)

Frequency
of reporting:

WHAT?
These are the ‘key’ parts of the
process that we are relying on to
manage risk. We may not be
able to monitor every part of the
process, but we MUST monitor
the key elements, otherwise we
won’t know whether we are
keeping patients, visitors and/or
staff safe.

HOW?
What are we going to do to
make sure the key parts of
the
process
we
have
identified are being followed?
(Some
techniques
to
consider are; audits, spotchecks, analysis of incident
trends,
monitoring
of
attendance at training.)

WHEN?
Be realistic.
Set
achievable
frequencies.
Use
terms
such as ‘10
times a year’
instead
of
‘monthly’.

WHO?
Who
is
responsible for
the check? Is
it listed in the
‘duties’ section
of the Policy?
Is it in the job
description?

WHERE?
Who will receive the
monitoring results? Where
this is a committee the
committee’s
specific
responsibility
for
monitoring the process
must be described within
its terms of reference.

WHEN?
Use terms
such as ‘10
times
a
year’
instead
of
‘monthly’.
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24.

Policy Review

24.1

Unless there are significant national or local issues/changes that will affect the validity of the
Policy, it will be reviewed every 2 years.

25.
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26.

Background
a.

Consultation
Consultation will be sought via the LNC/MMC, Divisional Medical Directors, Clinical/Lead
Directors and Operational Managers.
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b.

Approval process
This Policy will be ratified at the Medical Negotiating Committee

c.

Equality requirements
No potential discriminatory impact was identified following the Equality Impact
Assessment.

d. Financial risk assessment
Supporting Document 1 – Checklist for review and approval of key documents
This checklist is designed to be completed whilst a key document is being developed / reviewed.
A completed checklist will need to be returned with the document before it can be published on the
intranet.
For documents that are being reviewed and reissued without change, this checklist will still need to
be completed, to ensure that the document is in the correct format, has any new documentation
included.
1
Type of document
Policy
2
Title of document
Job Planning Consultants & SAS Doctors
3
Is this a new document?
Yes
No
If no, what is the reference number HR-092
4
For existing documents, have you
Yes
No
included and completed the key
amendments box?
5
Owning department
Clinical
6
Clinical lead/s
Divisional Medical Directors
7
Pharmacist name (required if
medication is involved)
8
Has all mandatory content been
Yes
No
included (see relevant document
template)
9
For policies and strategies, does
Yes
No
the document have a completed
Equality Impact Assessment
included?
10 Please describe the consultation
Local Negotiating Committee
that has been carried out for this
Clinical Divisional Forums
document
11 Please state how you want the title
Job planning
of this document to appear on the
Consultants & SAS Doctors
intranet, for search purposes and
which specialty this document
relates to.
Once the document has been developed and is ready for approval, send to the Clinical Governance
Department, along with this partially completed checklist, for them to check format, mandatory
content etc. Once checked, the document and checklist will be submitted to relevant committee for
approval.
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Implementation
Briefly describe the steps that will be taken to ensure that this key document is implemented
Action

Person responsible

Timescale

Review process – 2 years
Local Negotiating Committee

Plan for dissemination
Disseminated to

Date

Human Resources
Chief Medical Officer
Divisional Medical Directors

1

Step 1 To be completed by
Clinical Governance Department
Is the document in the correct
format?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Has all mandatory content been
included?

2

3
4

Date form returned
_____/_____/_____
Name of the approving body
(person or committee/s)
Step 2 To be completed by
Committee Chair/ Accountable
Director
Approved by (Name of Chair/
Accountable Director):
Approval date

_____/_____/_____

Please return an electronic version of the approved document and completed checklist to the Clinical
Governance Department, and ensure that a copy of the committee minutes is also provided.
Office use only
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Supporting Document 2 - Equality Impact Assessment Tool
To be completed by the key document author and attached to key document when submitted
to the appropriate committee for consideration and approval.
Yes/No
1.

Comments

Does the policy/guidance affect one
group less or more favourably than
another on the basis of:


Race

No



Ethnic origins (including gypsies and
travellers)

No



Nationality

No



Gender

No



Culture

No



Religion or belief

No



Sexual orientation including lesbian,
gay and bisexual people

No



Age

No

2.

Is there any evidence that some groups
are affected differently?

No

3.

If you have identified potential
discrimination, are any exceptions
valid, legal and/or justifiable?

No

4.

Is the impact of the policy/guidance
likely to be negative?

Still to be
determin
ed

5.

If so can the impact be avoided?

No

6.

What alternatives are there to achieving
the policy/guidance without the impact?

N/A

7.

Can we reduce the impact by taking
different action?

N/A

Policy introduces a change
in current practice. Potential
initial resistance to these
changes.

If you have identified a potential discriminatory impact of this key document, please refer it to
Assistant Manager of Human Resources, together with any suggestions as to the action
required to avoid/reduce this impact.
For advice in respect of answering the above questions, please contact Assistant Manager of
Human Resources.
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Supporting Document 3 – Financial Impact Assessment
To be completed by the key document author and attached to key document when
submitted to the appropriate committee for consideration and approval.
Title of document:
1.

Does the implementation of this document require any
additional Capital resources

Yes/No
Yes
Electronic System

2.

Does the implementation of this document require
additional revenue

Yes

3.

Does the implementation of this document require
additional manpower

Yes

4.

Does the implementation of this document release any
manpower costs through a change in practice
Are there additional staff training costs associated with
implementing this document which cannot be delivered
through current training programmes or allocated training
times for staff

5.

Still to be determined
No

Other comments:

If the response to any of the above is yes, please complete a business case and which
is signed by your Finance Manager and Directorate Manager for consideration by the
Accountable Director before progressing to the relevant committee for approval
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Appendix 1
Example Annual Job Planning Cycle flowchart
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Appendix 2
CONSULTANT AND SAS DOCTORS JOB PLANNING
PROGRAMMED ACTIVITY CATEGORISATION AND ALLOCATIONS
Direct Clinical Care Activities
Role
Pre & Post
Operative Ward
Rounds
On-call

Summary
To review patients prior to and following an
operating session

Allocation
0.125 PAs (30 minutes)
per ward round

Verification
Clinical activity to be agreed at job plan review.

Approval
Clinical Director and
Directorate Manager

On-call rota commitments include dedicated
predictable and unpredictable on-call determined
equitably across the rota.

As per rota allocation, to
include prospective cover

Clinical Director and
Directorate Manager

Patient
Administration

Attributable to clinical activity, eg clinics,
operation session, MDT.

Travel time

Time spent travelling to and from a hospital site
other than the base hospital (except when
commuting to/from private practice).

20% of total attributable
clinical activity. Maximum
1.5 PAs.
0.125 PAs maximum per
journey

Determined and reviewed through diary exercise of
all rota contributors. Where contribution made at
less than full-time, on-call supplement and
predictable and unpredictable provisions will be
adjusted accordingly.
Clinical activity to be agreed at job plan review.

To be verified by HR through job plan processing.

Clinical Director and
Directorate Manager

Clinical Director and
Directorate Manager

Supporting Professional Activities
Role
Core SPA

Clinical Director/
Clinical Lead

Summary
CPD, personal appraisal and revalidation, audit
meetings, departmental meetings, timetabled
Deanery and Medical school requirements eg
training of junior doctors & medical student
teaching.
Managerial responsibility for the medical &
dental workforce within the directorate/specialty

Specialty/
Service Lead

Responsible for service development and
improvement

WAHT-HR-092

Allocation
1.5 SPA (pro-rata)

Verification
Consultants have an obligation to attend key sessions
(such as audit meetings, teaching sessions or clinical
governance activities) and achieve agreed
percentage of attendance of at least 75%.

Approval
Clinical Director and
Directorate Manager

CD = 2 PAs
Clinical Lead = 1 or 2 PAs
dependent upon size of
specialty/ number of
Divisional leads. Provided
from both DCC & SPA
0.5 SPAs

Management structure agreed by Chief Medical
Officer in 2013.
Subsequent management structure changes will need
to be agreed with the Divisional Medical Director and
Divisional Director of Operations

Chief Medical Officer

Fair and equitable provision across Division agreed
prior to annual job planning process. Supported by
measurable objectives agreed by Clinical Director and
Directorate Manager.

Divisional Medical
Director and Divisional
Director of Operations
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Role
Additional
Clinical Lead
roles

Summary
Identified lead roles such as Audit (including
national audit/database), Governance (including
complaints)

Allocation
0.5 – 1 SPA

Educational
Supervisor

Consultant will hold sole responsibility for junior
doctor e-portfolio sign off

0.25 SPA x 1 trainee
0.375 SPA x 2 trainees
0.5 SPA for 3 or more
trainees

Appraiser

All medical appraisers should have knowledge of
the context in which the doctor works, taking into
account their full scope of work, understand the
professional obligations placed on doctor by the
GMC
Research Principal Investigator or externally
funded research will most commonly be
recognised activities

0.25 SPAs for up to a
maximum of 8 appraisees

Research

College Tutor

Senior Academy
Tutor

Support and contribute to the management and
training of postgraduate medical education.
Review progress regularly through tutorials.
Provide formal progress reports and
assessments. Attend Education Committee(s).
Support and contribute to the management and
training of undergraduate medical education,
review progress regularly through tutorials.
Provide formal progress reports and
assessments. Attend Education Committee(s).

Verification
Fair and equitable provision across Division agreed
prior to annual job planning process. Supported by
measurable objectives agreed by Clinical Director and
Directorate Manager.
Departments to review actual time spent and may
consider a maximum allocation. Consultants/SAS
doctors will hold recognised Clinical/ Educational
Supervisor status in accordance with GMC and
Academy of Medical Educators Framework.
Appraisers will be trained in line with NHS England’s
guidance on Quality Assurance of Medical
Appraisers. Appraisers should complete no less than
5 and no more than 10 appraisals per year.

Approval
Divisional Medical
Director and Divisional
Director of Operations

Up to 0.25 SPA in
consideration of trial size
and duration, or time
accorded by external
funding
1 PA for 1-20 tra i nees
1.5 PAs for 20–40 tra i nees
2 PAs for more than 40
tra i nees

Support of Clinical Director and Directorate Manager
to ensure time commitment can be provided within job
plan/additional time identified. Annual review of
research activities by Trust Research and
Development Committee.
Subject to interview process by Clinical
Director/Health Education West Midlands

Clinical Director and
Directorate Manager

0.5 SPA

Appointment process by Postgraduate Programme
Director. Consultant to seek support of Clinical
Director and Directorate Manager to ensure time
commitment can be provided within job
plan/additional time identified.

Postgraduate
Programme Director

Allocation
Up to 0.125 SPA

Verification
Support of Clinical Director and Directorate
Manager to ensure time commitment can be
provided within job plan/additional time identified.
Additional Professional Leave is not provided where
roles are identified in job plan.

Approval
Divisional Medical
Director and Divisional
Director of Operations

Clinical Director and
Directorate Manager

Clinical Director,
Directorate Manager
and Chief Medical
Officer

Clinical Director,
Directorate Manager
and Health Education
West Midlands

External Duties Professional Activities
Role
Royal College
Duties

Summary
Defined External Duties such as Examiner,
National Committee membership
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Appendix 3
Supporting Professional Activities – Pro-rata allowances
Consultants
Total Number of
Programmed Activities

Personal
revalidation,
appraisal, CPD
1.0 SPAs
1.0 SPA
1.0 SPA
1.0 SPA
1.0 SPA

10 PAs
9 PAs
8 PAs
7 PAs
6 PAs or less
SAS Doctors
Total Number of
Programmed Activities

10 PAs
9 PAs
8 PAs
7 PAs
6 PAs or less

WAHT-HR-092

SPA allocation

Total SPA
Trust related
business activities
0.5 SPA
0.45 SPA
0.45 SPA
0.35 SPA
0.3 SPA

SPA allocation
Personal
revalidation,
appraisal, CPD
0.75 SPA
0.75 SPA
0.75 SPA
0.75 SPA
0.75 SPA

1.5 SPA
1.45 SPA
1.4 SPA
1.35 SPA
1.3 SPA

Total SPA
Trust related
business activities
0.25 SPA
0.225 SPA
0.2 SPA
0.175 SPA
0.15 SPA
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Appendix 4
1. Consultants on-call supplements
Number on On-call Rota

Value of Supplement as % of full-time basic salary
Category A
Category B

High Frequency
(1-4 consultants)
Medium Frequency
(5-8 consultants)
Low Frequency
(9 or more consultants)

8%

3%

5%

2%

3%

1%

Category A
This applies when the Consultant is typically required to immediately return to site
when called or has to undertake interventions with a similar level of complexity to
those that would normally be carried out on site, such as telemedicine or complex
telephone discussions.
Category B
This applies when the Consultant can typically respond by giving telephone advice
and/or return to site later.

2. SAS Doctors on-call supplements
Number on On-call Rota
more frequent than or equal to 1 in 4
less frequent than 1 in 4 or equal to 1 in 8
less frequent than 1 in 8

Value of Supplement as % of
full-time basic salary
6%
4%
2%

The expected average amount of time that an SAS doctor is likely to spend on
unpredictable emergency work each week whilst on-call and directly associated with
on-call duties will be treated as counting towards the number of DCC PAs and the
number of PAs in recognition for unpredictable emergency work arising from on-call
duties will be calculated in accordance with Schedules 6 and 14 of the relevant terms
and conditions.
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Appendix 5
Clinical Director Job Plan preparation form
1. ACTIVITY REVIEW AND FUTURE SERVICE NEEDS
Review of Specialty Activity Summary for period:
Current commissioning
intentions
QIPP challenges
OPD availability
Theatre availability

CQUIN priorities
CIP targets
OPD productivity
Theatre
productivity

Key Performance Indicator:
Cancer targets, Emergency Access
targets, 18 week RTT etc

Annualised session delivery:

2. OBJECTIVE SETTING – agreement of current cycle objectives
Contribution to Trust Strategic Goals
Trust Strategic Goal

Specialty /
Team
Objectives

Individual
Objectives

Measure
of
Delivery

Support
for
Delivery

Timeframe
for
Delivery

Deliver safe, high
quality,
compassionate
patient care
Design healthcare
around the needs
of our patients,
with our partners
Invest and realise
the full potential of
our staff to provide
compassionate and
personalised care
Ensure the Trust is
financially viable
and makes the best
use of resources for
our patients
Develop and
sustain our
business
WAHT-HR-092
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Appendix 6
Individual Job Plan preparation form

1. ACTIVITY REVIEW
Review of Individual Activity Summary for period:
OPD availability
OPD productivity
OPD template – new /
follow up ratio
OPD – 1st review patients
seen

OPD– new patients
seen
OPD – subsequent
review patients
seen

Key Performance Indicator:
Cancer targets, Emergency Access
targets, 18 week RTT etc

Theatre availability

Theatre
productivity

Annualised Session delivery
WLI activity
SPA additional role outputs
eg policies, audits, training,
teaching, research etc

2.

ANNUAL APPRAISAL

Date of Last Appraisal:
3.

Name of Appraiser:

OBJECTIVES REVIEW – delivery of last cycle objectives

Individual Objectives

Review of Delivery
(including progress on long term objectives, reasons for delay beyond control etc)
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Appendix 7
Annual Job Plan Agreement
1. JOB PLAN
Week (No.) ________
Day
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Friday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Saturday
Sunday
Additional
agreed
activity to be
worked
flexibly
Predictable
emergency
on-call work
Unpredictable
emergency
on-call work

WAHT-HR-092

Time

Location

Work
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Notes
(a) There are four time blocks set out for each day. Not all blocks need to be filled in. It is
feasible that consultants will have 1,2, 3 or even more PAs on any one day.
(b) Under ‘additional agreed activity’ the consultant might agree, for example, with the
employer that they will undertake a certain proportion of regular patient administration
equating to x PAs, at an unspecified time during the week. This section might also be used
to set out the number of PAs for any unpredictable external duties.
(c) Predictable on-call work: where this work follows a regular pattern each week,
consultants should identify within the weekly schedule when and where this takes place.
Where such work does not follow a regular pattern, for example due to the variability of
the on-call rota, consultants should assess an average level of activity per week and
identify it in the predictable activity box at the bottom of the form.
(d) The location and timing of unpredictable emergency work cannot be completed,
therefore only the categorisation and number of PAs should be completed.
(e) Location can be the principal place of work or any other agreed location.
(f) In the ‘work’ column, a description of the duty should be completed, e.g. outpatient
clinic, ward round, operating list.
(g) The ‘categorisation’ column should define whether the work is direct clinical care,
supporting professional activity, additional NHS responsibility or external duty.
(h) The number of PAs should specify the number of PAs allocated to the duty. This can be a
full PA or broken down into smaller units. If the work is in premium time after 1 April
2004, 3 hours of work is one programmed activity.
(i) Regular private practice commitments should be identified broadly in terms of timing,
location and type of work.
(j) In addition to regular duties and commitments, the consultant might have certain ad-hoc
responsibilities. These would normally but not exclusively fall into the ‘additional NHS
responsibilities’ or ‘external duties’ categories of work, for example member of an
Advisory Appointments Committee or work for a Royal College. Such duties could be
scheduled or agreement could be reached to deal with such work flexibly (see section 5
below).
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Week Summary
DCC

On-call DCC

SPA

AR

OD

Total

Week 1 PAs
Week 2 PAs
Week 3 PAs
Week 4 PAs
Week 5 PAs
Week 6 PAs
Averaged PAs
ADJUSTED TOTAL

Activity Category Summary
Total DCC
Emergency attendance
Outpatient or other clinic
Operating session (including Anaesthetics)
Ward round
Other patient treatment or relative consultation
Telephone advice to hospital
Multi-disciplinary meetings about direct patient care
Investigative, diagnostic or laboratory work
Public health duties
Travelling time between sites, not to usual place of work (0.125)
Patient administration
Total SPA
Training
Continual Professional development
Teaching
Audit/Clinical Governance
Job planning/Appraisal
Research
Clinical Management
Total On-call DCC
Predictable on-call
Unpredictable on-call
Total Additional Responsibilities
Audit lead or Clinical governance lead
Clinical Tutor
Medical/Clinical Directors’ and Lead Clinicians’ Pas by substitution or additional
remuneration
Other additional responsibilities
Total Other Duties
Private Practice
WAHT-HR-092
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2. ON-CALL AVAILABILITY SUPPLEMENT
Agreed
on-call
rota e.g.
1 in 5:

Agreed category:

A/B

On-call supplement
e.g. 5%:

Summary of On-call commitments (eg every Monday 5pm to 7pm ward round, Saturday 9am to 1pm ward
round 1:8) :

3. ACTIVITY REVIEW
To be inserted from Clinical Director Preparation Form
Review of Specialty Activity Summary for period:
Current commissioning
CQUIN priorities
intentions
QIPP challenges
CIP targets
OPD availability
Theatre availability
Key Performance Indicator:

OPD productivity
Theatre productivity

Cancer targets, Emergency Access
targets, 18 week RTT etc

Annualised Session delivery

To be inserted from Individual Preparation Form
Review of Individual Activity Summary for period:
OPD availability
OPD template – new /
follow up ratio
OPD – 1st review patients
seen
Key Performance Indicator:

OPD productivity
OPD– new patients seen
OPD – subsequent review
patients seen

Cancer targets, Emergency Access
targets, 18 week RTT etc

Theatre availability

Theatre productivity

Annualised Session delivery
WLI activity
SPA additional role outputs
eg policies, audits, training,
teaching, research etc
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Comments on activity review:

4. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Role
Clinical Director /
Clinical Lead

SPA allocation

Role Objectives

Appraiser

0.25 PAs for 1-6
a ppraisers

Royal College duties

Up to 0.125
ma xi mum

Ha ve knowledge of the
context i n which the
doctor works, ta king into
a ccount their full scope
of work, understand the
professional obligations
pl a ced on doctor by the
GMC
Exa mi ner

Specialty Objectives

Specialty / Service Lead

Audit Lead (inc national
audit database)
Governance Lead

Cha i r of ………………………
…………………….Commi ttee
AAC representative

University
Other role:

NB. Where additional roles are provided for within an annual job plan agreement, additional professional leave will
not be available.
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External Funding
Has written confirmation of external funding been received: Yes / No
Include details of secured external funding – time funded and duration:

NB. Where external roles are provided for within an annual job plan agreement, additional professional leave will
not be available.

5. TEACHING RESPONSIBILITIES

Role

SPA
allocation

Role Objectives

Educational Supervisor
Trainee name(s):

0.25 SPA x 1
tra i nee
0.375 SPA x 2
tra i nees
0.5 SPA for 3 or
more tra i nees
0.5 SPA

Cons ultant will hold sole responsibility
for juni or doctor e -portfolio sign off

Senior Academy Tutor

College Tutor

1 PA for 1-20
tra i nees

Specialty Trainees (excluding
F1/F2)

1.5 PAs for 20–
40 tra i nees
2 PAs for more
tha n 40 trainees

Specialty
Objectives

Support and contribute to the
ma nagement and training of
undergraduate medical education,
revi ew progress regularly through
tutori als. Provi de formal progress
reports and assessments. Attend
Educa tion Committee(s).
Support and contribute to the
ma nagement and training of
pos tgraduate medical education.
Revi ew progress regularly through
tutori als. Provi de formal progress
reports and assessments. Attend
Educa tion Committee(s).

NB. Where teaching roles are provided for within an annual job plan agreement, additional professional leave will
not be available.
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6. OBJECTIVES
6a. ANNUAL APPRAISAL & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Date of Last Appraisal:
PDP reviewed: Yes / No

Name of Appraiser:
Appraiser Summary and Sign Off reviewed:
Yes / No

6b. OBJECTIVES REVIEW – delivery of last cycle objectives
Individual Objectives

Review of Delivery
(including progress on long term objectives, reasons for delay beyond control etc)

6c. OBJECTIVE SETTING – agreement of current cycle objectives
Contribution to Trust Strategic Goals
Trust Strategic Goal

Specialty /
Team
Objectives

Individual
Objectives

Measure
of
Delivery

Support
for
Delivery

Timeframe
for
Delivery

Deliver safe, high
quality,
compassionate
patient care
Design healthcare
around the needs
of our patients,
with our partners
Invest and realise
the full potential of
our staff to provide
compassionate and
personalised care
Ensure the Trust is
financially viable
and makes the best
use of resources for
our patients
Develop and
sustain our
business
WAHT-HR-092
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The nature of the Consultant’s personal objectives will depend in part on his or her specialty
and roles, but may include objectives related to:
Quality
Clinical outcomes
Local service objectives
Service development

Activity and efficiency
Clinical standards
Management of resources
Multi-disciplinary team working

7. SUPPORTING RESOURCES
Facilities and resources required for delivery of duties and objectives
1. Staffing support
2. Accommodation
3. Equipment
4. Other

8. OTHERS COMMENTS OR AGREEMENTS
Detail any other specific agreements reached about how the job plan will operate. For
example, with regard to category 2 fees, domiciliary consultations and location flexibility.

9. PRIVATE PRACTICE ADDITIONAL PROGRAMMED ACTIVITIES
a. Are you undertaking private medical practice as defined in the terms of
service?
b. If yes, are you already working an additional programmed activity above
your main commitment?
c. If no, has the trust offered an additional programmed activity this year?
d. If yes, has this been taken up?
e. If no, have other acceptable arrangements been made (e.g. taken up by
a colleague)?
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If yes , please describe:
Location:
Broad type of work:
Day/times included in weekly timetable: Yes / No

10. PAY PROGRESSION CONFIRMATION
Pay Progression Approval:
Threshold Date: ……./……./…….
Date of last appraisal: ……./……./…….
Job Plan agreed: Yes / No
Private Practice declaration: Yes / No
Has pay progression been approved? Yes / No
If no, please give reasons and attach any relevant paperwork

Pay Progression Sign Off:
Signed (Employee)
Signed (Clinical
Director/DMD)

Print Name
Print Name

Date
……./……./…….
Date
……./……./…….

11. SUMMARY OF KEY CHANGES IN ANNUAL JOB PLAN AGREEMENT
Details of any increase/decrease in DCC/SPA activities
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11. ANNUAL JOB PLAN DECLARATION SIGN OFF AND AGREEMENT
Declaration
I, the undersigned, confirm that the contents of the annual job plan agreement are an
accurate reflection of the expected programmed activities, and objectives required to
support their delivery.

For Consultants please complete the below
Consultant:
Signature:
Date:
Clinical Lead/Director:
Signature:
Date:
Divisional/Directorate
Manager:
Signature:
Date:
Divisional Medical Director:
Signature:
Date:
________________________________________________________
For Clinical Directors/Leads also please complete the below in addition to the above
Divisional Director of
Operations:
Signature:
Date:
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Appendix 8
Job Plan report to Divisional Medical Director
To ensure submitted job plans are completed to the required trust standard and
provide sufficient detail to be fit for purpose all job plans should fulfil the following
requirements;
 Annual Job Plan Agreement completed and signed by
Consultant/SAS doctor

☐

 Review of activity completed confirms expected service
delivery over preceeding job plan period

☐

 Activity accurately reflects that which will be delivered during
the effective period and reflects service requirements

☐

 Activities have start and end times detailed

☐

 Core SPA is in accordance with requirements of job
planning framework and site described

☐

 Additional SPA activity allocated in line with Trust
Categorisation and Allocations, with agreed objectives and
outcomes

☐

 Objectives agreed, in “SMART” form (Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Realistic and Timed)

☐

 Diary card supports On-Call activity and PA allocation
o If no diary card PA allocation is consistent

☐

 Private practice declaration form complete; all external
activity identified on timetable

☐

 Conflict of Interest declaration form complete

☐

Consultant (print & sign)

Date

Clinical Director (print & sign)

Date

Divisional Medical Director (print & sign)

Date
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Appendix 9
Medical Job Planning Compliance Committee Framework
Job plans will be reviewed by Division, and assessed against the following criteria:
Green Criteria:
Consistent with Trust Job Planning Guidance
PAs in lien with contracted remuneration
Objectives are defined
Minor Queries addressed
Evidence explains variation
Evidence explains variance within a specialty
Amber Criteria:
Queries remain outstanding
Clarification provided hasn’t given assurance
Job Plan PAs significantly over contracted remuneration
Clinical Administration variance from 20% and/or greater than 1.5 PAs
SPA allocation greater than 2.5 SPAs
SPAs not aligned to Policy allocations and without objectives.
On-call commitment variance (no diary exercise in last 2 years/change in rota
frequency/inconsistent allocations etc)
Red Criteria:
No Job Plan provided
Job Plan PAs totals under contracted remuneration
Queries from Clinical Director remain outstanding
Variance evidence does not provide sufficient assurance
Committee Membership:
Chief Medical Director
Director of Human Resources
Divisional Medical Director
Divisional Director of Operations
Clinical Director(s) – where invited to discuss concerns arising from job plan(s)
Purpose
o To ensure consistency in application of the Trust job planning policy, comp liance with
Terms and Conditions of Service and National Codes of Conduct and Guidance
o The compliance Committee will not provide mediation or appeal for job plan
disagreements.
Outcomes
The outcomes from the group could be
o To make suggested amendments on job plan allocations in accordance with Trust
service need
o To sign off job plans for implementation from 1 st April
o To give advice as requested based on national terms and conditions, this framework
and guidance
Frequency
 As required within the annual job planning cycle
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